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Certain Differential Polynomial Rings 
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There is a well-known simple hereditary noethcrian domain L3; this is the 
@-algebra (@ a field of characteristic zero) with two generators x, y subject to 
the relation xy -- yx = 1. A is isomorphic to the ring of formal differential 
operators with polynomial coefficients and so may be regarded as @]~y][.x], 
where @[y] is the ring of polynomials over Cp in an indeterminate y, and 
@[y][x] is the ring of noncommutative polynomials over @[y] in an indeter- 
minatc .T with 
This ring is often called the We!-1 algebra Ld1 (but the suffix is redundant here) 
and its properties are established in [3] and [IO]. 
The aim of this paper is to stud\; simple z-l-modules, and their homo- 
morphisms and extensions. As an application we obtain counteresamples to 
two conjectures concerning modules over hereditary- noetherian domains. 
The methods required are diverse. First, there is a localization of =1; 
namclv, the simple principal ideal domain B = @( y)[x] which is constructed 
like .-1 except that @[y] is replaced by @(?I), the field of rational functions 
in y. &Ian); results are lifted from B to &-1 by a globalization technique. Next, 
the derivation involved in the construction of z-l and 13 leads to differential 
operators over @[y] and D(y). In fact, it is shown in Section I that, for pairs 
of simple modules, Horn and Extr appear as the kernel and cokernel of a 
certain differential operator. In Section 2 we calculate, purely algebraically, 
the kernel and cokernel of this type of operator. Finally we require some 
extension theory for simple modules. This is described in Section 3. 
The results obtained for B and .4 appear in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. 
For example, it is shown that, for any pair of simple .-I-modules, Horn and 
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Ext’ are finite dimensional over @, whereas, for simple B-modules, Hom has 
finite dimension but Extl has infinite dimension. It is also proved that neither 
ring has a nonzero finitely generated injective module. This contrasts with a 
related example-see [2] or Section 5. Both sections end by considering in 
detail the homomorphisms and extensions of a particular class of simple 
modules. 
The final section deals with hereditary noetherian domains, particularly 
those, such as A and B, which have no idempotent ideals. The latter are 
called noncommutative Dedekind domains. There is a close analogy with 
commutative Dedekind domains which is established in [l 1] and [4] and 
described briefly in Section 6. But in that section we show that, despite the 
analogy, an indecomposable cyclic torsion module over -4 or B need not have 
a unique composition series. We also show that, although an indecomposable 
torsion module over a noncommutative Dedekind domain is necessarily 
cyclic, this is not true over arbitrary hereditary noetherian domains. The 
domain involved is a subring of B. 
It is a pleasure to recall the help and interest we have received from many 
people. Members of the Department of Mathematics for Applied Science 
showed us how to handle various differential operators, and several analysts 
also helped in this regard, notably G. R. Allan. ,4 letter from J.-E. Roos 
described his independent construction of one of our counterexamples and 
we have improved some of our results by using an idea from his proof. Other 
debts, noted in the body of the paper, are owed to J.-E. Bjijrk and D. Eisenbud. 
Throughout this paper sf, denotes a field of characteristic zero, module 
means right module Ext means Ext , l and I,, is the m x m identitv matrix. 
I. THE FORM OF A 
In order to study homomorphisms and extensions of simple modules over 
the domains A and B it seems to be necessary to consider a more general 
setting. Now a simple module over a domain R has the form R/M for some 
maximal right ideal M. More generally, a module of the form R/I, for some 
nonzero right ideal I, is called a cyclic torsion module. Over a simple right 
and left hereditary noetherian primary domain R, which is not a division ring, 
the cyclic torsion modules are precisely the modules of finite length, by ([4, 
1.3 and 3.11). Throughout most of this paper we will concentrate on homo- 
morphisms and extensions of a pair of nonzero cyclic torsion modules R/I, 
R/j. We start with the special case when I is principal, I = bR, say. Since R 
is a domain, bR g R and so 
Hom(bR, R/J) z Hom(R, R/j). 
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Also, of course, Hom(R, R/j) g R/J via the map 0 - O( 1) for 
0 E Hom(R, R/J). 
Thus, applying Hom(., R/J) to the sequence 
0 ----f bR -+ R p+ R/bR ---f 0, 
we get the long exact sequence 
0 ---f Hom(R/bR, R/J) +Hom(R, R/J)-+Hom(bR, R/J)-+Ext(R/bR, R/J)-+0 
ii? II? II? II? 
0 ----+ Ker d ------+ R/J --f’+-+ R,‘J -------t (l()ker A -----f 0 
where d: r + J * rb + J. This sequence shows that the map d is funda- 
mental to the study of homomorphisms and extensions. Accordingly a large 
portion of this paper is devoted to the map d. 
First we consider the form of d when R is a ring of differential polyn’omials. 
Let S be an integral domain of characteristic zero, d a derivation on S, and 
R the corresponding ring of differential polynomials. Thus S is a subring 
of R and R is generated by the elements of S and an indeterminate x subject to 
the relations xs - sx = d(s), s E S. Recall that each element of R can be 
written in one and only one way as a polynomial in x with coefficients on the 
right from S. By the degree of the element (deg for short) we mean the degree 
in s of that polynomial. If S is a field, then each nonzero right ideal of R is 
principal and can be generated by a manic element. 
Let J be a nonzero principal right ideal of R which has a manic generator 
of degree m say. Then R/J is a free S- mo u e o rank wz having basis elements d 1 f 
X’ $- J, Y == 0, I,..., m - 1. Before dealing with the general form d takes on 
this module, we consider an easy special case when R = B = @(y)[~]. If 
1 = (X + f)B, J = (X + g)B for f, g E 0(y), then B/J is free of rank one 
over D(y). If h E a(y), then the action of d is given by 
h --f h(x + f) = sh + fh - h’ =- -h’ + (f - g)h mod (X + g)B. 
Thus d is a differential operator of the form 
acting on CD(y). 
4 = -4dY + (f - ‘69 
PROPOSITION 1. I. Let S be an integral domain of characteristic zero, d a 
derivation on S, and R the corresponding ring of differential polynomials. Let 
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1 ~~ br, ] cR be nonzew +ht ideals of R with b and c wlonic qf (/qree N 
anu’ ~FI, respectizelv. 7’hen A is a ckffeel.ential operator of the ~frmri 
A: (a ~-- cl?) --t ab T cR 
for a t R. \Ve can, of course. assume that deg a - ‘1 vz I. If 
a p,, ‘a,,, m1 ... .xa, “0 ) 
we will regard A as acting on the column vector (a,,+, ,..., a,,). 
Sow if f c S, then, by Leibnitz’s theorem, 
Thus in a product .via,.vibi , the highest derivative of a, which occurs ia a:” 
and it appears in the coefficient of .Y, namely, ( -- l)iaj”h, . Reducing degrees, 
mod CR. we see that 
and 
for suitable elements g,.,, t ,\‘. If, now, h \‘” .Y” ‘/T,~+~ I- .‘. IF,, , then, 
summing the various expressions (2), we obtain an cqression for ab(mod cR) 
giving the form of A as claimed. 
The ring *.-I is not a principal ideal domain and, moreover, n nonzcro 
principal right ideal b-4 of .-I may not have a manic generator. Hut it is 
possible by a suitable change of the canonical generators of .-I to ensure that 
b.4 is generated by a manic polynomial. ‘ro see this we write b -7 C pii+, 
0 f pFi E @, and let n = sup(i -+ j) --: total degree of b. Let cy E @. Then 
X] = s, ?‘, y - E.P are another pair of generators of -4. The coefficient of 
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,Q’~ in h is a polynomial in a. Since CD has characteristic zero, the coefficient 
of Xl)’ is nonzero for all but a finite number of values of 01. Avoiding these 
particular values, we can choose N so that bA4 has a manic generator (with 
respect to x1 , +vl) of degree 12. 
Xote that, since only a finite number of choices of CY were precluded, this 
process can be used simultaneously on two principal right ideals. This 
comment, together with Proposition I. 1, yields 
2. 1’IIl: &RNEl, ANJ) COKERYEL OF 3 
Ii-e need to know the dimension over Ua of Ker A and of Coker A in each 
of the casts described in 1.1, when S -= D(y), and in 1.2, when S _ @[y]. 
This requires a formal algebraic theory of differential operators of that type. 
Therefore this section gives such a theory and can be treated as an appendix. 
Of course, the factor (-- 1)” which appears in I. 1 and 1.2 has no effect on 
kernels and cokernels. So we let 
A ~ 1)” I’,_,Dif 1 ~1~ ... I- p,, ) (3) 
where D 1 ,,,d/dy, the Pi arc nz j: 02 matrices over Q(y), and A acts. on an 
w-dimensional space I _ over Q(y). 
Lye start with a few easy preliminaries. If f E G(y) and s is an irreducible 
polywmial in @[y] then there is an integer n and a pair of polynomials 
p, y E @[>‘I such that 
,f ~~ .q’q and 
\\‘c write es-(.f) ~- 71 in this case. 
(s. P) = (s, 4) 1 
LEhlK2 2. I. Letf E Q(y); lfc,<(,f) ==- 0 th en r,(f ‘) > 0, while + ~~,~(j‘) -A0, 
thm r,(.f’) Z’,(f) ~-- I. 
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Proof. f) = C-1 bps + GP - P4’))h2* 
In the case when s = y - N, LY. E CD, and when v,(f) -F < 0. we say 
that f has a pole of order I at CL. More generally, if M is a matrix (or vector) 
over D(y), we say that 151 has a pole of order Y at 01 if one of its entries has a 
pole of order r at 01 but no entry has one of higher order. It is clear that M has 
only finitely many poles since that is true of each of its entries. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let oc E CD he a point at which no Pi has a pole. If v t I. does 
not haae a pole at 01 then neither does Av. But if v has a pole of order I’ at 01, 
then Av has one of order Y + n. 
Proof. This is an easy deduction from 2. I. 
The first main result is that Ker A is finite dimensional over CD. \Yhile 
this is familiar, at least when @ is the complex field, we nevertheless give a 
proof. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A and n be as specified in (3), and let V be a free G(y)- 
module qf rank m operated on by A. Then Ker A has dimension at most mn oz’er @. 
Proof. Let v be a typical vector of V having entries .z’i ,..., z,,, The 
standard procedure of setting 
transforms the equation Av := 0 into one of the form A*w == 0, where A* 
is a first-order differential operator acting on the mn-dimensional vector w. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that Ker A* E Ker A. This shows that, without 
loss of generality, we can assume that A is itself of first order, A = l,,,d!dy j- P, 
say, where P is an m >( m matrix over Q(y); and we must show that the 
D-dimension of Ker A is at most m. 
Eow P has only finitely many poles. So we may choose a ‘generic” point 
/3 E @ which is not a pole of P. But then, by Lemma 2.2, no vector v in Ker A 
has a pole at /3. So we can consider the subspace of the m-dimensional space 
over @ consisting of the values at the point fl of all v E Ker A. Of course 
this subspace has a basis of at most m elements. Let ui ,..., u, E Ker A lx 
such that their values at /3 form such a basis. Then it follows that ui ,..., U, 
generate Ker A over CD,. To prove this it is clearly sufficient to show that if 
v E Ker A and v(p) Z-m 0, then v .: 0. But if v(p) == 0 and 
Av = v’ ;- pv :z 0, 
then v’(p) = 0. Successive differentiations of the equation v’ - 1% 0 
show that every derivative of v is zero at /3. This places an impossible condition 
on the entries of v unless, as claimed, they arc all zero. 
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THEOREM 2.4. I?z the situatiolz considered i?z Theorem 2.3, C&r A has 
infinite dimension over @. 
Proof. For each point ,8 E @ which is not a pole of one of the P, , ON may 
choose a vector v E I’ having a pole of order one at /3. By Lemma 2.2, 
v $ Im 4. &Ioreover, it is clear that these vectors arc independent, module 
Im 4. 
Nest we consider the special case when the entries of the P, are all poly- 
nomials in O[y]. Then 4 can be restricted to act upon a free @[y]-module of 
rank w, W say. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A and IV he as sper$ed ir?zmediate(y above. Then Ker A 
is$nite dimensional over @. 
Proof. \Ve may regard J!Jl as a @-submodule of J _ and extend 4 to operate 
on C’. Then the kernel of A on JJ’is contained in the kernel of A on I/’ which, 
bv Theorem 2.3, is finite dimensional. 
Our proof of the nest result was greatly improved by a suggestion of Allan. 
THEOREM 2.6. In the situation considered in Theorem 2.5, Coker A is jinite 
dimensional over CD. 
Z’ro~f. Let JJ/, denote the @-subspace of JC’ consisting of those vectors all 
of whose entries have degree less than s. Let t be the largest degree of any 
entry of the P, . Then it is clear that 4 WY c JJ/, , t . If n-c let A,s denote the 
restriction of 4 to WY with codomain JJ);,-, , then 
dim Coker A,? = t/l, -J- dim Ker A, . 
By 2.5, dim Ker A is a finite number, I say. Since Ker A,$ C Ker 4, it follows 
that 
dim Coker 4,\ _ till 1 
for all s. 
Say there are p vectors in IV which are @-independent modulo Im 4. 
By choosing a sufficiently large value of s, these vectors all belong to JJ’,q+t 
yet are independent modulo Im 4,< . Thus p < tnz - I’. This shows that 
dim Coker 4 -< fnz + r. 
3. EXTENSIONS OF SIMPLE MODUI.I~S 
Before applying the preceding theory to the rings il and B it is necessary 
to tailor some of the ideas of extension theory to fit the special case of simple 
modules. The terminology we use is that of Mitchell [S]. 
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Let N, N be a pair of K-modules, K any ring, and let 
I!‘:O-->I,-+P ..\/--to 
be a presentation of JI by a projective module I’. Applying the functor 
Hom(., N) to B we obtain the exact scq~~ence of Abelian groups, 
0 ----f Hom(nl. 1V) P-m* Hom(I’, A’) mm> lIom(I,, LV) -C-F Ext’(fiI, A-) ~~- t 0. 
in which Extl(Af, X) consists of equivalence classes of extensions of ,V by ill. 
It is standard that if a: E Hom(L, N), then S(a) ~~ {LYE’), where oiE is the 
eatension described by the following diagram in which S is a pushout: 
I:‘: 0 t 1, ----+ 1’ -f -\/ -- l () 
In the case when n6 is nonsplit, i.e., fi(!t) ,‘- 0. and j\’ is simple. one can 
describe S(a) particularly easil!-. 
be a presentation of a module ilf by a projective module P, and let 6(cu) f 0 j& 
some 01 E Hom(L, IV). Then I ~-= {F] , zuhere F is the extension below, the maps 
being the obaious ones; 
Proof. The diagram describing aE: leads to the diagram 
0 0 
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in which G is the pullback and the extra copies of L\r and L occur by a well- 
known property of pullbacks. Since P is projective, the middle column 
splits, giving the middle row: 
Regarding L as a submodule of X @ I’, the projection 7~: fV C&I P --, *\’ 
restricts to the map a: E Hom(L, L\J. 1 TO\V if L i P, then _Y ~~ N C> M, 
contradicting the assumption that S(U) 1m 0. ThusL 1’ m: ,V ;‘r) P G and 
C~ROI.I.ARY 3.2. ([4], Lemma 3.1 (a)). ,-In?, nonsplit e.rtension of a simple 
module by a cyclic module is ryclic. 
Finally we consider which extension modules of zY b!- ;I arc isomorphic. 
Now Ext’(Al, :V) is an End dl, End :\T:-bimodule. Bnd if ;r’, 9 are elements of 
I+&(.lll, A’) with representativc modules S, J- and if a E End -\‘, y E End ~52 
are isomorphisms, then j/ m= ,.F’$ if and only if there is a morphism of 
extensions (a, /3, y ‘) with /3 an isomorphism of &Y to I-. 
k~POSITION 3.3. Let ,\I, IL- he simple I?-modules and A?‘, !y nonzero 
elements of Eut’(AI, :V). The representative modules S, 1’ aye isomorphic if and 
only <f theve exist isomorphisms (Y t End lV, y E End AI such that !Y = l~~r;/--1. 
Proof. Since .I/, 11: are simple and Y’, ‘9 are nonzero, S, 1. each have only 
one proper submodule. So an isomorphism /3: AY --f IT induces isomorphisms 
Y t End _\‘, y C: End JZ such that the following diagram is commutative: 
In this section we explore some consequences for B of the preceding results. 
THEOREM 4.1. [f I, J are psoper nonzew t+ht ideals of R then 
Hom(B!I, BiJ) 
is jinite dimensional over @ and Eut(B,‘I, B/J) zs in m e zmensional over CD. .fi ‘t d. 
Proof. This follows from Section I and Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 1 
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C‘OROLLARY 4.2. B has no nonaero finitely generated injective module, 
PYO$. Since B is a principal ideal domain, each finitel!- generated B- 
module is a direct sum of copies of B and cyclic torsion modules. So it is 
sufficient to show that none of these are inject&. B is not injective since the 
quotient division ring of B is the irrjective cnvclope of B. To see that a 
nonzcro cyclic torsion module B,‘J is not injective we simply note, by 4.1, 
that Ext(B/J, B/J) + 0. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (i) If 1, J are proper nonzero right ideals of B, then 
Est(B/I, B.‘J) is not jinitelJp generated as an End B: J. End B/I-&module. 
(ii) !I‘ I-, C’ are simple r&ht R-modules, then there are infinitely many 
nonisomorphic extensions of I" ig IT. 
Proof. (i) This is clear since Est(B/I, R;‘]) IS infinite dimensional over Cp, 
whereas End RI’1 and End B/J are both finite dimensional. 
(ii) This follows from (i) and Proposition 3.3. 
\ve illustrate these results b!; applying them to some specific simple 
B-modules. The right ideals I (x -f- ,f)B, J (X $- g)B, .f, g E Q(y), arc 
easily seen to be maximal right ideals. As noted in Section 1, for this 
choice of I, J, B,‘j P= Q(y) and A has the form 13 -d,‘dy 1 (f ~ x). 
(Perhaps we should note that not every simple B-module has rank 1 over 
a(y); the module B/(x’ L y)B illustrates this.) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. B/(.X I-f)B E B/(x i g)B if and only [f there is a 
nonzero element h E G(y) such that f ~- %y /I’ ‘h. 
Proqf. Since B;(.v mr f)B and B/(X .:- g)B - are simple, the!- are isomorphic 
if and only if Hom(B/(x 1m f)B, B/(X -~ g)B) is nonzero. Since 
Hom(B/(.v J- f)B, H/(.x + ,y)B) e Ker A, 
and since I/ E Ker A preciseI!. when 
--Ii’ t (.f - ,xP 0. 
the result now follows. 
This result shows that if 0 /- tl E @p(y), then B/(.X ~-1. .f)(.~ -- g + h’/h)B is 
an extension of B/(x L g)B by B/(.7 -I- .f)B. 
PROl'OSITIOiY 4.5. (i) Each extension of B/(x + g)B by B/(x ;- f)B is 
equivalent to an extension B/(x + f)(x -f g ~-- h’/h)B for some 0 + h E a(y) 
and this extension is nonsplit if and only if 11 $ Im A. 
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(ii) Jf h and k are nonzeyo elements of Q(y) then 
B/(X -; f)(x 7 g $ h’jh)B G B,‘(s + f)(s -I- g t k’ik)B 
if and o?zly if h and k are @-dependent module Im A. 
Proqf. (i) Recall that if 
E:O&++B-tBiI+O 
and 0 + CY E Hom(1, B/J) then, by 3.1, the corresponding extension module 
is BiKer 01. Now Hom(1, B/J) z Bj J e Q(y) in this case, so OL corresponds 
to a nonzero element h E G(y). Then 
Ker 01 = [(OX + j)h 1 b E B and hb E J) ::= (.r + f) hm’J. 
However, 
Therefore the extension corresponding to h is B/(X + f)(~ J- Lo i h’/h)B and 
it is nonsplit precisely when h 4 Im d. 
(ii) Sow End B/I g Ker(-djdy) z Cp e End B/J. Say X, L7 are 
extensions of B/J by B/I corresponding to h and k, respectively. 13~ 3.3, 
S -s I7 if and only if {S] and {Y) generate the same subbimodule of 
Eut(B:I, B’J); i.e., if and only if(X), (1-j are @-dependent. Since 
it follows that X s I7 if and only if /z, k are @-dependent modulo Im d. 
M:e note two particular cases, the second of which is used in [ 121. 
COROLLARY 6.4. [f m, /3 E @, CY f p, then B/(x + f)(.x A g - (1, - a)-l)B 
and B/(x -I-- f)(x + g - (y - /3-l)B are nonisomorphic nomplit extensions of 
B/(x + g)B by B/(x +f)B. 
Proof. These extensions correspond to 11 = (y - ol))‘, k -:: (y -- p))r. 
As seen in the proof of 2.4, these are @-independent, modulo Im A. 
COHOLLAKY 4.7. If f, g E @p(y) with f - g E @[y] but ,f - g 6 CD, then 
B:‘(s /-- f)(x {- g)B is nonsplit with nonisomorphic composition factors. 
Proof. Comparison of degrees shows that the equation f - g =z h’/h has 
no solution h E Q(y). So, by 4.4, the composition factors are nonisomorphic. 
for some /I t D(F), then, using 2. I, /7 l @[JI]. C’hecking degrees sho~z-s that this 
is impossible. 
This section contains results about .J analogous to those of Section 4. One 
important distinction is that, for proper nonzero right ideals I, J of .-1. 
Ext(;l;l, .-l/J) is finite dimensional over @ and might even he zero. 
Some of the results for Z3 are obtained from those for B h!- a localization 
technique. One can localize -.I with respect to the multiplicatively closed set 
of nonzero elements of @[y] getting @(y)[x]; or with respect to @[x] getting 
@(,x)[y]. These rings, which we call 9, and .4,,. , are evidentI!- isomorphic to 
6: and can both he regarded as subrings of the quotient division ring of .-I. 
As usual, any right =I-module IT’ can hc localized to give Vb’,, II’!;, 4 :I,, 
and I~b’,, IV (~‘8~ -A,, , and if oi: .\I -+ AY is a homomorphism of A-l-modules 
then there arc induced maps N,. t <! I : ,lI,. + ~17,. and ,Y,, T ,: > 1 : 
iIf,, .~ f X>, 
LEMMA 5. I. Let E =~~ -d,,, (1;; --l(, be the direct ~1~777 of the ifft A-mathdes . I, 
and .1’, . T/Len E is ~zfaithjiillyjlat left -l-module. 
Pvoqf. Since _ -1,,, and .-1,, are flat left A-l-nlodules, it is sufficient to shovv 
that IL? =L E for each proper right ideal I of -4, by [I, Section 3, No. 1, 
Proposition I]. Now IR g 1,4,. @IA,, and if IA,. .-I, and I.-I,, -A,, , then 
In @[xl :.r 0 and J n @[II] y’ 0. Thus dim, .?I is finite and so I .-I as 
required. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let I, J be propel twnze~o YikIht ideals c!f :I. Then 
Hom(.4,‘1, -J/J) is jinite dimensional oz’ey @. 
Proqf. Since B = A,. 3 A, is a faithfully flat left A-module, the map 
n -+ cx @ IE from Hom(AjI, iz/J) to Hom(A/I 9 E, ,4jJ (3 E) is a mono- 
morphism, by [I, Section 3, No. I, Proposition I]. Now 31 @J lE is just the 
map (01,~, a,,) from (A/I), @(A/I),, to (--J/J), @> (&4/J),, Thus the map 
a---f (a,,. , a,) of Hom(A/I, Ai/) to 
Hom((AlO, , (z41J),) 0 Hom((L4iI)u, (-4/J),,) 
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is a monomorphism of Hom(Z4/Z, I-1/J) into the direct sum of two spaces, 
each of which is finite dimensional by 4.1. Thus Hom(A/l, --I/J) is finite 
dimensional. 
This result should perhaps be compared with a result, due to Quillen [9], 
about a class of rings which includes A4. Applied to this special case it states 
that each endomorphism of a simple --I-module is algebraic over 0. 
In the next theorem WC consider Ikt(.-I:Z, --I//). The argument we use 
was sugges;ted to us by Bjiirk. 
‘I’mo~rm 5.3. E’oy nrgy proper IIO~ZCYO right ideals I, J of .4, Est(,4, I, .4: J) 
is jinitr dirrwksional over @. 
Ploof. Let 6, c be nonzero elements of I, J, respectively. By 1.2 and 2.6, 
Ext(.4 $1~.4, .-I r=l) is finite dimensional over @. iYow the exact sequence 
---r J’C.4 - A4 ‘C.4 --+ =liJ ----F 0 0 
gives the exact sequence 
I:st( B/b=ll, =1 ,‘cA 
The last term is zero, since -4 is hereditary. Therefore Eut(.-l!b.-l, ,-f/J) has 
finite dimension. Similarly the exact sequence 
0 + I/b.4 -4 .4:b.4 --+ -4’13 0 
gives the exact sequence 
By [4, Theorem 3.3],1/6,4 is cyclic. Thus 5.2 shows that the first term of this 
sequence is finite dimensional. Since the last term is also finite dimensional 
so too is ICxt(.-liir, -4/J). 
Seut we aim to prove that -4, like B, has no nonzero finitely generated 
injectivc module. As we shall see later it is possible for Ext(*4/1, =1/J) to be 
zero. This means one cannot directly adapt the proof of 4.2 in order to obtain 
this result. In fact we will deduce it from 4.2 using the localization technique. 
IXiV3IA 5.4. A’0 simple A-module is in jectize. 
Ptmf. Let I-I’ be an injective simple =2-module. The identity map 
I : II. + II’ gives maps I,. : IJ,. --w F?;,. , 1 r, : W, --f W,, The proof of 5.2 
shows that at least one of these maps is nonzero, say the latter. Then the 
mapping zc 4 zu (3 I must be a monomorphism of W into PI”, . So we can 
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regard U’, as an A-module bv restriction, having big’ as a subn~odule. Since 
each clement of W, has the form u: (3 ‘I-’ for some y E @[y], 6t’,, is an essential 
extension of IV. Rut W is injective, so IV TIT,, . 
Consider the following diagram of A-I ,,-modules: 
in which the Ad-homomorphism I,!J exists since IF, is injective over .A. Now, 
since 3 r/ is a partial quotient ring of d, it is easy to check that .-I ,, i- ‘,4 A,, -x .-1,, 
under the canonical identification. Thus if we tensor the above diagram with 
-dy we change neither the modules nor the maps. This shows that 4 is actually 
an rl ,,-homomorphism. Therefore TV,, is injective over A ‘, . However, bv 4.2, 
A, has no nonzero finitely generated injective modules. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 5.5. IVO $nitely generated .-l-module is injectize. 
Z’VOO~. If iI is a finitely generated injective z-l-module, then .lZ has a 
simple factor module which is again injective since .-I is hereditary. This 
contradicts 5.4. 
The two results 4.2 and 5.5 should be compared with the following result 
of Cozzens [2] and Koifman [7]. Let Y’ bc a field with a derivation d such that 
Y is a unicevsal differential field with respect to d; i.e., for any nonconstant 
polynomial p over Y in an arbitrary number II of indeterminatcs, the differ- 
ential equation 
p(f, q,..., dJ’-‘f) -~~ 0
has a solution 0 + .f E Y. If R is the ring of noncommutative polynomials in 
.I over ‘Z’ with 
then every simple R-module is injective. 
For the remainder of this section we will consider the special case when 
Z = = (.x + p)d, J L (x f y)-l, where p, Q E @[y]. These are maximal right 
ideals and, as noted in Section I, for the modules Ag/Z, iz//, the map 13 has 
the form --djdy + p - q acting on @[y]. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. A/(x -1~ p);l g .3/(x --~ q)-4 $ and only if p q. 
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Proof. These two simple modules are isomorphic if and only if Ker ‘4 +L 0. 
But if h E Ker d, then 
-12’ - (p ~- 9)k :~- 0. 
However, if p - (1 -/ 0, comparison of degrees shows that k == 0. 
The next result was pointed out to us by Roos who used it in obtaining one 
of the counterexamples described in Section 6. 
THEORE~I 5.7. Ifp, q E @[y] and deg(p -- 9) : : IZ, then Ext(d-lj(x + p&J, 
.#(.v t q)A) has dimension n ozrer 0. 
I+oqf. By considering degrees, it is clear that the cosets of 1, y,..., JJ” ’ 
are a basis for Coker d in this case. 
One consequence is that, for a simple module JI of the type considered here, 
Ext(M, M) -= 0. At the end of this section we will show that this is not true 
for arbitrary simple modules. 
COROLLARY 5.8. If deg(p - q) 3 2, there aye infinitely many ,noniso- 
morphic nonsplit extensions qf A/(x + q)A by .4/(x -I- p)d; ;f deg(p - 9) x I, 
there is only one nonsplit extension (up to isomorphism); and if deg(p - 9) 0, 
these aye no nonsplit extensions. 
Proof. It is easily- checked that 
Therefore, by 3.3, two extensions X, I’ of A/(x -/- 9)A by A/(.x + p)l-l are 
isomorphic if and only if there is an element X E Cp such that X(X] := (Y). 
If deg(p - q) > 2, then, using 5.7, one can choose card @ elements of 
Ext(rl/(.z’ A p)d, ;l/(.y f 9)-4) so that no two are linearly dependent. The 
other two cases follow likewise. 
It is interesting to compare the rings ;II and B at this point. If p EZ @[VI, 
then, by 5.7, Ext(L4/(.v I p)i?, ;l/(x + p)4) = 0. But 
A@ + p)A GA B ~3 B/(x + p)B 
and Ext(B/(.v $ p)B, B/(x + p)B) /- 0 by 4.1. 
This is quite unlike commutative theory. For if .d and .ti are commutative 
noetherian integral domains and 9 is a partial quotient ring of -d, then, for 
any pair I’, I’ of simple .d-modules, the map 
Iixt~,( CT, I -) - Ext&( u @] 23, I/ @ 9) 
given by [Xj - :S @ .a} is easily seen to be an epimorphism. 
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Thus each nonzero polynomial s E @[y] corresponds w-ith a nonzcro map 
u: O(S) E Hom((.v 1 !)A, -4/(x + q)A) and thence, b!; 3.1, with the extension 
iZjI(er 01. The remaining results of this section are concerned with this 
estcnsion. Whilst this is basically similar to the corresponding part of Section 
4, the details are more intricate since -1 is not a principal ideal domain. In 
fact Eve will show that Ker ix is rarely principal. 
First WC note that 
JVe fix the notation 
PROPOSITIOX 5.9. (i) Eacl~ extension (4 .A;(s + q)-.f by .J;(” m1 p)--f is 
equivalent to an extension L/(,Y ~- p) K(s) .f or some 0 ;i’ s t @[y] and this 
extension is nonsplit !f and only {f 
(ii) ff s arzd t are tlonzero elements of @[y], then .-I/(.x ;- p)K(s) :>- 
A;(s + p)K(t) if and only ifs a?ld t are @-dependent module Im A. 
Proof. Condition (i) is clear from Sections I and 3 and (ii) is proved in 
the same way as 4.5, the corresponding result for B. 
COR~I.I.ARY 5.10. !f p, q E @[y] and p q $ CD, then -4 /(v ; p)(x q).l 
is nonsplit with nonisomorphic composition ,factors. 
Proof. By 5.6, the composition factors arc nonisomorphic. Now 5.9 shows 
that the module splits only when s -~ I F; Im A. i.e., when the equation 
-h' '- (p q)/7 I. 
has a solution h E @[y]. Comparison of degrees shows that this is impos- 
sible. 
Although 5.9 describes all extensions of A‘I/(.~ + q)A by .dj(s ~1 p)-d, it still 
remains to describe K(s) more directly. Now 
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Thus, 1~~ an economical right multiplication, we see that 
k : k(s) : (ss + ‘I” ; .s’):(s, s’) E K(s), 
where (s, s’) denotes the greatest common divisor of s and s’. In a naive sense, 
h(s) is the most likely generator of K(s). RI ore preciseI!-, we have the folliowing 
result: 
h~OPOSITION 5.1 1. K(s) is the uuique nza.vimal rixlfl ideal of A4 ~which 
contains k(s). 
Pvoof. 1Ye will show that kB n A4 is the unique maximal right ideal of .-I 
containing k. Since K(s) is a maximal right ideal and k E AT(s), this will prove 
this proposition. 
Sow kB is a maximal right ideal of B. So if a E -4 and a $ kB n -4, then 
nB -I~ kB =: B. Since B == &4 Q(y), it follo\vs that a.-l -:- k.4 contains a 
nonzero polynomial of @[y]. The f 11 o owing lemma then asserts that 
a-4 $ k-4 2 A. Therefore kB n .4 is the unique maximal right ideal of -4 
containing li. 
LEnlnlA 5.12. [f t is a nonzeyo polynomial in @[y] then tL4 r kA4 -1. 
Proqf. Let T := t-3 t k-4. We can assume, without loss of generality, 
that t has minimal degree amongst the nonzero polynomials of @[y] which 
belong to 1’. If deg t =: 0, then 7’ -~ -4. 1Ve will assume that deg t >- 0 and 
obtain a contradiction. 
Note first that the element 
(kt - txs),‘(t, .s/(s, s’)) (yst + (st)‘):(s, ts’) 
is another polynomial belonging to t.4 + k-1. hIoreover, since qst/(s, ts’) is a 
@[y]-multiple of t, it follows that 
and, since deg t > 0, u # 0. Let ZL’ be an irreducible factor of t. Using the 
notation of Section 2, say r,,:(t) = 1 and Q(S) = W. It is easily verified that 
c~,,(s, ts’) = tiz and z,(st)’ =- I + m -~ I. So e,(u) == I - I. This shows that 
(u, t) is a proper divisor of t. This contradicts the minimality of t. 
If s t @ it is clear that R(s) =: (x + q)d. Nest we aim to show that if 
s 6 @, then K(s) is not principal. First we consider in some detail which 
elements belong to K = K(s). \V e need some notation. We let ~((~1) : 
(s, s’,..., sci)), the greatest common divisor of s, s’,..., ~‘~1, with the convention 
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that if srz) =-= 0, then s(u)) 1 1. Also we let K,[ be the nth leading ideal of K, 
by which is meant the set of elements of @[y] which arc leading coefficients 
of elements of K of degree n in x, together with 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. If s t @[y] hut s $0, then K,, 0 and K, 
($'I" 1)1/$(m) qy]. 
Proqf. By 5.12, k, =: 0. Let a t -4, sav a .y”a . ... i :- a,, ai E @[Y] 
and n > 1. Looking back at the proof of 1. I, in palfticular at equation (I), 
one sees that a t K ~- ,-I n cl(.w + y).-l if and only if 
where each f, E @[y] and has the form 
the gj,i, being polynomials in @[y] which depend only on y and its derivatives. 
Say a E K. Then. by (4) a,s(“’ E s((‘!- ‘“@[y]. It follows that 
a, t (d’” l”,is’(“)‘) qy]. 
Conversely, say a, E (s (r’l-~l))/s(r”J)) @[y]. ‘Then it is clear that there is a 
collection of polynomials f, satisfying (4). The equations (5) can then be 
used to obtain recursively elements a,+, ,..., a,, . Thus the element a -7 
x”a,l -I- ‘.. -I- a,, E K and a, E K,, . In the special case when sr”) ~7 0, it is clear 
that a, can be chosen arbitrarily. 
COROLLARY 5.14. K(s) contains monk polynomials in s. 
Proof. Take IZ :-~ I I- deg s. 
For example, if s =y” then Kr =- .‘. A,, -:y@[y] and KTLel ~- @[y]. 
Thus the maximal right ideal K(y’“) contains a manic polynomial of degree 
iz + 1, but none of smaller degree. Note that k( y’“) ==- xy + qy + n. 
We note that it is already known, [4, Corollary 3.61, that each right ideal 
of .g has two generators of which the first can be chosen as any nonzero 
element in the right ideal. The next result gives detailed information about 
generators of K(s). 
THEOREM 5.15. Jf s E @, then K(s) == (x +- q)-d. If s E @[y] but s c CD, 
tken K(s) is not principal, but it is generated by k(s) and any manic polynomial 
in K(s). 
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Proof. The first statement was noted earlier. Say s t @[y] -- D and 
suppose K is principal, K =: rd. Then deg c == 1 since 
h(s) = (xs + qs + s’),~(A~, s’) E h-. 
Moreover, k(s) must be a @[r]- multiple of c and so c cannot be manic (b’ecause 
s ‘I s’). Therefore CA contains no manic elements. This contradicts 5. I4 and 
so K is not principal. 
Let L be a right ideal of A generated by k(s) and any manic polynomial in 
K. It is clear from 5.13 that K/L is a finite dimensional Q-space. Hut the 
only finite dimensional .q-module is 0; so K : : L. 
This makes it easy to specify K(s). 
COROILARY 5.16. If s E @[y] and deg s = n, then 
K(s) =: k(s)A + (,x + 4)” ’ 1-4. 
F’wof. It is easy to check that 
.s(x l- q)“’ (- 1)“’ s(“~) mod(s - q):f. 
Thus the manic polynomial (.Y 7 q)” r1 E K(s) 
One rather surprising consequence is the following. 
COROLLARY 5.17. Let L be a maximal right ideal of .-I suck that A/L s 
,4,‘(x .- q)--I. Then L = k’(s) .for some s E @[y] and I, is principal zy and Ion@ if 
L -~ (x .~ q):I. 
Proqf. L is the kernel of an epimorphism from LJ to A/(x j- q)A and so 
(x + p)L is the kernel of an epimorphism from (x 1. p)A to A/(x ~- q)-4. 
Thus I, : K(s) for some s t: @[y]. By 5.15, L is principal only i-f L 
(x !- q)*3. 
Finally, in view of Theorem 5.7, it is reasonable to ask whether 
for each simple A-module AT. 
PROPOSITION 5.18. Let 0 # Y E @[y]. Jf Y has odd degree, then T 
(9 + v)A is a maximal right ideal of =1. 
I’Voof. If .A+ ; r does not generate a maximal right ideal of 8. then the 
equation h’ l? I’ has a solution /z t @[y]. However the left-hand side 
of this equation cannot have odd positive degree so the equation dots not 
have a solution by the hypothesis on I’. Let j be a right ideal of A with 
.I ~2 I. Then J contains an element of degree ‘1 in v. Hence ./I1 II and so 
/ contains a nonzcro polynomial in @[y]. H ence .4/J has fimtc @-dimension 
and so j -4. Thus / is maaimal. 
where p, C/ i- @[y]. Also 1.2 proves that l;xt(z4;‘f, =1/f) -: C’olicr 1. It follows 
from (6) that, if p i , yi t @[y], then .xpi :- 9, + I E Im A preciseI!- \vhcn the 
equation 
P”’ 4rp’ 2,‘p 2% - PI’ 
has a solution p E @[y]; that is, Cokerd ~z Coker A”, nhere -l :-. 
LY +~- 4sD 2r’ acting on @[y]. Now deg 3 *p deg/, -~ dcg r ~- 1 
provided deg r ’ I and so Coker A * has dimension deg r ~~~ 1. If deg I’ -I I, 
it is easil!- seen that Im A* @[y], so dim Coker 3” 0. 
Combining 5. I8 and 5.19, we have 
\\:e recall from [ 1 I] that a nonr.on~nutn~ive Dedekind pvinze riny (or domuin) 
R is defined to be an hereditary noetherian prime ring (or domain) which has 
no nontrivial idempotent ideals. It is proved in [4] that each finitely 
generated right R-module is a direct sum of right ideals and c!-clic torsion 
modules. In [5] this conclusion was extended to a wider class of hereditary 
noetherian prime rings, namely, those in which each nonzero ideal contains 
an invertible ideal. By an unpublished result of Lenagan, this vvider class 
includes all bounded hereditary noetherian prime rings R, hounki meaning 
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that essential submodules of R contain nonzero ideals. For example, maximal 
orders and hereditary orders over a Dedekind domain fit this description. 
And it follows (e.g., see [5]) that every indecomposable cyclic torsion module 
over a bounded hereditarv noetherian prime ring is wzlsevial-i.e., has a 
unique composition series. 
In this section, the work of the preceding sections is applied to show that 
there arc obstacles to the extension of these results. \Ve show that an inde- 
composable cvclic torsion module over a noncommutative Dedekind domain 
need not he uniserial; and that there are hereditary noetherian &mains 
having indccornposable torsion modules which are not cvclic. Hotli these 
results depend upon the construction described in the neyt proposition. 
\T’e note that, applied to a module of length 2, uniserial and nonsplit have 
the same meaning. 
P’KOPOSITIOX 6.1. Let Ii be a ring with sivvvple modules S, 7’; let -1, 1. be 
nonisovvmphic uniserial extensions of T by S; and let % be prescribed b\l the 
short exact sequence 
in which 6 is the diagonal vnap of T into A\- (; lT. 7’hCiv % is an indeco?n,bosab~e 
vzonurviserial module of length 3. 
Proof. Evidentlv % has length 3 and has submodules as illustrated in 
the diagram: 
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\Ve claim that ‘f is the unique minimal submodule of Z-and so, of course, 
Z is indecomposable. For if Z had another minimal submodule, CT ~a!-, then 
LY could not be contained in X or Y since they are uniserial. So 
Factoring out 1.’ shows that A’ g I’, a contradiction 
‘The next result, for the ring .A, was obtained independently by Roos. 
THEOREM 6.2. The rirgs &-1 alzd B each have indecomposable nonuniserial 
cyclic modules of length 3. 
Proqf. Ry 4.3 (ii), there are infinitely many nonisomorphic extensions of 
any simple B-module by any other. And hy 5.8 the same is true for certain 
pairs of simple .l-modules. The result follows by 6. I. 
Nest we turn to a subring CJ of B, C : @ + sB. It is proved in [I21 that, 
being the idealizer ring of the maximal right ideal sB, C is an hereditary 
noetherian domain with maximal idcal .xB. Of course each R-module is, by 
restriction, a C-module. \Ve need the following facts, also to he found in 
[12]: 
(i) R & B s R. 
(ii) Each simple B-module is simple over C except that B!.vB has the 
unique C-composition series B r) (‘3 sB. 
(iii) ITniscrial H-modules are uniserial C-modules. 
The next result was obtained jointl!- with Lisenbud. 
‘rHEOKEh1 6.3. The heveditavy noetherian domain C CD .xB has an 
indecomposable torsion module of length 3 zuhich is not qlic. 
l’~or$. I,et S’, 7’ be simple R-modules, S c BI’xB * T. Ry 4.3 (ii), WC 
may choose two nonisomorphic uniserial extensions of T 1,~ S, say -1-i , S, . 
Each Si can be represented in the form B/1, , where I, is a right ideal of B 
contained in xB. The remarks above show that B/Z,, as a C-module, is 
uniserial of length 3, its composition series being given by 
Let 1*, c‘:Ii ITsing (i). one sees that 
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Let Z be the indecomposable C-module constructed from I’, and 1, 
according to 6. I. Then Z has the form 
If 2 were cyclic, then Z/T g C,'xB @ C/xB would be a cyclic C/xB-module. 
It clearly is not, since CixB G @; so Z is not cyclic. 
L\\‘ote Added in Proof. Some of the result on A-modules in Section 5 are related 
to results of J. Dixmier (Sur les algebres de Weyl 11, Bull. SC. Math. 94 (1970), 
389-301), and some have been extended by J-E. BjGrk (Finiteness of some Ext groups 
over the \Veyl algebra A,(K)). Also the localization argument in Section 5 has been 
used by J-E. Roos to prove that the global dimension of A,(K) is n; see Determination 
de la dimension homologique des algebres de Weyl, C. H. Acad. Sci. Paris Ser. A 
274 (I 972), 23-26. The result of T. H. Lenagan mentioned at the beginning of Section 6 
has appeared in Bounded hereditary Noethcrian prime rings, J. London Math. SW. 
6 (1973), 241-246. 
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